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too long. It’s an issue we all feel pretty
strongly about — mental health is so
vital to not just our industry, but all
industries — so we just wanted to
make sure we did it justice.

What is the Youngbloods’
mission and why?

Best bit about the process?

Aside from being given the opportunity to pitch a cover concept alongside creatives from across Australia,
the best bit about the process was
knowing we’re helping to shed light
on such an important topic.

Tell us more. Who are the
Youngbloods?

Formally, the line is “people in
advertising under 30 years old”,
however, with the shape of our
industry changing rapidly, and people entering it at all different stages
of their life, our renewed focus is
on anyone in an advertising, marketing or creative agency, in their
first five years in the industry.
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Youngbloods is a not–for–profit
collective of advertising professionals across Australia, who
believe the best way to be great is
to help each other. We’re for people new to this industry and are
run by those people, enabling us
to always keep our finger on the
pulse.
We’re here to empower new
generations of professionals to kick
arse in advertising by creating and
facilitating a world–class journey
through the industry. We work
towards this by developing events,
content and partnerships that sit
under our four key pillars (Nurture,
Connect, Inspire and Guide).
We’re pursuing this for a simple
reason; we believe the power of
young people’s fresh perspectives
and new ideas can change our industry and our world, for the better.

Why has the Youngbloods
relaunched?
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The relaunch came as an answer
to a simple question: “Could
Youngbloods be more than it is;
four disconnected states working
separately with different missions?”. Alistair Stephenson (former chair of NSW committee)
posed this question to the now
national board in 2018 and set us
on the path to answering it.
Now, Youngbloods has developed a national board made up
of state chairs, led by Sarah
Kappeler (The Brand Agency –
WA) and Matt Gardener (Saatchi
& Saatchi – VIC), aligned on a unified purpose, and have created
connections between committees that allow them to work
together to achieve our vision
more ef f iciently. We’ve also
developed a new national brand
identity and system.

